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The Thord Mythology
Little is known about Thord the Viking Messenger but we shall tell the tale that is
often repeated from generation to generation.
Thord was chosen by kings and nobles throughout history to convey their most precious writings and objects. They knew he could be trusted though they knew not
from where or when he came.
He spoke in many tongues and moved with an ease uncommon in the region but
familiar to those more travelled. Force was rarely called for and if it ever was, it was
brief.
The aristocracy of the time would fall quiet in his presence, knowing they could not
buy him or persuade the secrets from him.

What Thord promises is delivered
He serves no lord or side and his name is a bond like no other.
Our token bears his name - The THORD Token
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Introduction

Dawn
Viking Pals is the dawn of a new service that removes the requirement to have multiple
security apps across your devices.
“Viking Pals is a private, invitation-only, decentralised communication ecosystem
allowing secure delivery of voice, video and digital information”
But it is so much more...
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In the Beginning
Since the advent of the Internet, communication has become increasingly interconnected. More and more free messaging apps are being released however these apps
are rarely, truly free.

You pay, you always pay in the end...
Many messaging companies are earning huge amounts of money by tracking and
selling your data to advertisers.
As a result of this vast accumulation of private consumer data, these messaging apps
have become targets for cyber-attacks leaving the personal information of their
users exposed by these massive data hacks.
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Today
In today’s world, where privacy and control have become an online farce, Viking Pals
seeks to bring back what should be your absolute right - your privacy and freedom
of communication.
The world has been tricked and conditioned into believing that privacy isn’t a right.
This lack of privacy, security and trust in current online platforms has left people
unprotected and feeling vulnerable.
Even worse, people feel ﬁnancially and morally exploited.
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World Building
"We are building a new world, a world with Viking principles and characters, that
return ownership to you and enable possibilities unavailable via web 2.0"
Viking Pals brings back the strong sense of brother & sisterhood based on the old
Scandinavian Viking laws. We allow the old ways to meet the new tech wave, and we
are stronger together. Society matters and is more important than ever before.
We protect you, we protect those around you.

Community
VikingPals is building a community and offering a range of products and services
such as those we brand under the name VikingPro.
Our world extends much further though.
Through our epic "Saga of Thord" we spin a tale of strength, security and honour;
bringing to life our values and supported by consumables such as NFTs and unique
chapters of the book.
Travel through time and across distant lands with Thord; from his humble beginnings
to the giant among men he becomes.
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Our Products
The Viking Pals opportunity mixes extraordinary storytelling with new formats and
media to create a brand unlike anything seen before in this space.
At its core we have the Saga of Thord, driving the narrative of our monetisation
products.

Licensing

Wild Vikings
Collections

Book

Marketplace

The Saga of
Thord

Anvil NFT

Viking Pals

Viking Pro

Wolf

Raven
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Thord Studio
Metaverse
Gaming

The Saga of Thord
The Saga of Thord is an epic tale of world-building, centered around our main Viking
character, Thord.

Thord Studio
Thord Studio is our creative hub. Creating dramatic imagery and content for distribution and interaction.

Viking Pro
Viking Pro is our consumer-facing utility products offering. Selling security-based
communication products in a SaaS (software-as-a-service) format and accepting ﬁat
currency alongside our Thord Token!

Monetisation
All these areas work seamlessly together to build awareness, distribute information
and welcome new Vikings into our ecosystem.
Each area generates its own revenue streams from the products it releases, returning to the core Viking Pals business.
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VIKING PALS
CRYPTO PRODUCTS
We will be producing a series of collections in the run-up to launch. The ﬁrst will be
called "Wild Vikings" and depict a range of characters from the books.
We have a huge resource of artists to choose from, with styles spanning many
different genres.
NFTs will be entry points into our cryptoverse and a place to engage with our
creative side.

User Utilities
The Anvil

User NFT Creation and Marketplace
The Anvil is a special area where users can create and mint their own NFTs alongside
ours. We will support this by bulding a vibrant marketplace to trade and enhance the
utility of the Thord token.
Envisaged to comprise of three sections:
- Workshop: Creation
- Artisan: Showcase
- Trading Post: Marketplace
© Viking Pals 2022
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The Vault

A Secure Place for Token Holders
Your 'homepage' for all things Thord Token and Viking Pals.
- A simple clean wallet to buy, receive, store and withdraw your tokens and NFTs
- Fully featured afﬁliate/referral functionality
- Keep up to date with events and even beneﬁt from referral rewards by inviting
friends to join special sale events.
- Connect to exchanges (in the future) and transact as you would with similar
services - a key part of the Web3 ethos.
When the market and demand is there, we have the ability to merge the Viking Pals
Vault with the Viking Pro account section. For now, they remain separate entities to
maximise our options, adoption and revenue opportunities.
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Viking Pro
The Viking Pro App
The Viking Pro service is our consumer-facing, subscription service.
Igniting a 'New Era of Messaging', Viking Pro is an evolving service that has its eyes
on becoming well known around the world. The commercially available Viking Pro
system was designed to consolidate several major industry sectors into one single
product.
- Many of these features are already developed, tested and deployed
- Viking Pro is built on cutting-edge, custom, web3 technology
- Payment accepted in Thord tokens and ﬁat
The system is an invitation-only, military-grade encrypted communication service
created with the primary goal of protecting you and your content.
Many of these features are completely unique to the Viking Pro ecosystem. Revenue
is returned to Viking Pals for reinvestment and distribution.
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Wolf

Secure Calling & Chat
Wolf allows you to speak one-to-one or one-to-many in complete privacy.
Instant, secure messaging and talk. No fuss, no delays. The perfect communication
channel when you need it.
- Unlimited meeting times
- Peer-to-peer and end-to-end encryption
- Native Android & iOS meeting app in development in addition to the desktop
and PWA
- Sync contacts without ever giving access to a third party

Security
- All servers are based in Europe meaning fewer prying eyes
- No metadata is ever collected meaning your data stays in your control
- SRTP (Secure Real-Time Transport Protocol or Secure RTP) keeps your information
safe
- Use TLS for handshake safeguarding your communications
- Data ﬂows through its own servers, not amazon or azure, no spying or snooping
- Microservices platform allows horizontal scaling meaning no lag in services

Privacy
- No password logged on Wolf keeping your private info one more step removed
- No installation is required if you are using a browser meaning you can use it any
where, anytime
- Wolf mobile lite version is webview, so no data will be saved on your device. But
accessible with an internet connection from anywhere
Transparent data encryption and e2e encryption keep you in control at all times
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Raven

Unbreakable Digital Transfer Between Contacts
Raven is an integrated ﬁle protection system built for the owner of the content —
and only the people he/she chooses to share it with.
- All content is protected from all parties, including the Raven system itself
- Raven offers the content owner total privacy
- The owner’s content is completely safeguarded from any of the Raven team
- Raven offers the content owner total protection and privacy from any external
theft or attempted hacks during transfer
Raven offers the most private way of transferring ﬁles without any fear of interception or unauthorised opening.
- Encrypted ﬁle transfer service
- Online tracking
- Large ﬁle sizes
- Terminate ﬁles even after content has been sent
Your encryption keys are not stored with any single party. They are divided between:
- Viking Pro
- You
- The immutable code
Only when these keys are assembled can a ﬁle be accessed.

Development Features
Terms & Conditions
Upload your own terms & conditions before sending a document. The recipient must
then accept these before opening your sensitive ﬁle.
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Termination
If you notice any suspicious or unauthorised activity, terminate your content from
the dashboard and immediately remove it from circulation.

Comprehensive Summaries
Instant text notiﬁcations and detailed email summaries are sent directly to you with
a breakdown of all the activity taking place on your ﬁles. Review and withdraw the
access there and then.

AI Protection
Our AI will constantly patrol your content to detect unusual activity - giving you an
advance notiﬁcation (in combination with email and SMS).

Multi Signature
In some cases, you may have particularly private information distributed between
parties. MultiSig can be used in these instances that require approval from multiple
people before a ﬁle can be opened or accessed.

Blockchain Recording
We already have crypto products and it makes sense to further this integration with
our Viking Pro products. We are providing immutable proof of activity when this may
be disputed.

2 Factor Authentication
We already have Google Authenticator as an option but we will continue to add more
options such as hardware keys and biometrics.
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Privacy
and Encryption
The way Apple and Google deﬁne privacy is: “Nobody can exploit your data...
except for us.”
Our deﬁnition is cleaner and easier: "Nobody can exploit your data."
We build things that give us access to as little data as possible. The use of end-to-end
encryption and zero-access encryption ensures that.

The best way to protect user data is if we do not have it.

Viking Pro End-to-End Encryption
End-to-End Encryption (E2EE) is a trusted method of secure communication that
prevents any third parties from accessing data while it’s transferred from one end
device to another or system. In Viking Pro end-to-end encryption, the encryption
occurs at the device level. In layman’s terms, ﬁles and messages are encrypted
before they leave the device and aren’t decrypted before they reach their ﬁnal destination. As a result, hackers cannot access the data on the server because they do not
have the private keys to decrypt the data. Instead, secret keys are stored with the
user on their phone or computer, which makes it harder to access a user’s data.
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In Viking Pro, the data is encrypted on the sender's device and only the intended
recipient can decrypt it. This means, as the content travels to its destination in a fraction of a second, it cannot be read or tampered with by an Internet Service Provider
(ISP), hacker, application service provider or any other entity or service. The secure
“Viking Pro tunnel” ensures that only the intended recipient can read the content so
you can relax, knowing that your privacy is assured. Our encryption technology
makes it impossible for any “middleman attacks” or even Viking Pals to intercept
user information since we do not have it.
Our end-to-end encryption mechanism uses public-key cryptography that stores
private keys on the endpoint devices. Our Viking Pro key can be shared with others,
similar to a cryptocurrency public (receive) address. Once shared, other Viking P
users can generate a message and send it to the public key owner. Furthermore, the
message can only be decrypted using a corresponding private key (also known as a
decryption key).
This means, that only those people who have access to the decryption key or endpoint devices would be able to read the message.
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Key Event Roadmap
Timeline

Event

Q1 2022

Raven Digital File Transfer (beta)

Q1 2022

Wolf Secure Calling (beta)

Q3 2022

Thord Token Private Sale

Q3 2022

Introducing The Saga of Thord

Q3 2022

Subscriptions & Afﬁliates Launch

Q4 2022

TGE - Listing

Q4 2022

Wolf Mobile App

Q1 2023

The Wild Viking NFT Series Launch

Q1 2023

Thord Studio

Q1 2023

Thord Token DEX Listing

Q2 2023

NFT Marketplace Launch

Q2 2023

EBook - Comics - Movie
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Delivery Notes
So far, we have met all our internal delivery deadlines on time and within budget.
We are engaged and communicating with all the relevant parties for the following
stages.
We hope to gather thoughts and contributions (and perhaps even staff) from our
community of Thord Token holders to help inform our new product
planning process in the future.
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The Private
Round Sale

Investing in web3 should not be difﬁcult, confusing or discriminatory. We have
gone to great lengths to welcome and include all people into our family
through our new simpliﬁed Vault process.
We invite you to take a look at vikingpals.io and begin the easy process:
Enter your details (including ID) to create an account
Receive your conﬁrmation email (usually within 2 hours)
Click to proceed
Choose your currency (ﬁat or BTC) and the amount you want to buy
Complete and bookmark your Vault!
The token volume is limited to 500 million by a smart contract and can never be
altered - meaning the amount of tokens generated is ﬁxed. As the ecosystem grows
and additional token utilities are added, so will the demand for Thord.
It all begins with Thord... have a say in where we go next.
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The THORD Token
The Thord token is intended to be the 'in-game currency' of the Viking Pals and
Viking Pro systems. This will include the lucrative Anvil product, where unlimited
amounts of NFTs will be created and sold in our marketplace.
The proprietary Viking Pals Thord token has a portion reserved for staking rewards in
the early period to encourage holders to retain their tokens (see subpage).
Further to these direct beneﬁts, Thord token ownership gives you a say in the governance of the project and the potential for passive rewards. Buy-backs and burns are
planned to take place at various stages, further reducing supply when appropriate.
In summary, we will create signiﬁcant utility and value for the token in the ecosystem
to the point where our users will want to hold and retain the Thord token. We are
placing pressure on the correct places of the demand and supply chart.

Private Round Details
Sale Event
% of tokens

3.5%

Number of tokens

10,300,000

Price $

$0.10

Total of funds

$1,030,000

Duration

1 Month

Ends

30 July

Min purchase

$50

Max purchase

$10,000
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Token Split
Percentage

Tokens

Monthly Vesting

Seed Sale

<1%

2.7m

10%

Private Sale

2%

10.3m

4.2%

Team & Advisors

20%

100m

4.2%

Staking Rewards

15%

75m

-

Airdrop

7%

35m

20%

Airdrop 2

10%

50m

10%

Marketing

17%

87m

5%

Liquidity Pools

12%

60m

-

Foundation

6%

30m

4.2%

Burn

10%

50m

-

Use of Funds
Percentage (%)
Project Development

20

Coin Burn

5

Team

25

Liquidity Pool

30

Advisors

5

Marketing

15
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Token Split Details
Seed Sale
An initial sale that raised funds to ﬁnalise and complete the Wolf and Raven products. It also provided the room to develop the Viking Pro consumer brand.

Private Sale
This is the key round for our insiders.

Team & Advisors
We have an operational team of up to 15 at maximum capacity with an efﬁcient management structure ensuring funds go where they are needed. Advisors can be
part-time or ad hoc to fulﬁl specialist tasks.

Staking Rewards
Providing an incentive to hold tokens and stabilise the ﬂow of them into the market.
Released according to demand.

Airdrop 1
A large social media campaign based on completing tasks (aligned with our marketing objectives) in order to receive rewards.
© Viking Pals 2022
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Airdrop 2

A reward pool for referral performance. Substantial bonuses for members of the
community that introduce new Vikings to the ecosystem.

Marketing
Almost exclusively focusing on social media activity. A mixture of mentions, banners
and product placements. Educational guides, brand positioning and hype.

Liquidity Pool
Required for trading. Released at the time.

Foundation
Used to develop the community and future expansion. We are quite bullish in this
respect. Anything from funding community projects to the capital investment
required to expand the Thord universe into books and ﬁlm. A very exciting part of the
business that capitalises on the appreciation of the token.

Burn
5% of our tokens will be burned over time based on various milestones. Token holders
appreciate token burns from time to time and it also will create positive PR opportunities as well.
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Team

Tone Moum Drazkowski
Chieftain CEO

Tone is a ﬁrework.
She is exciting, explosive and delights the people
around her. But, like a ﬁrework, she is not to be
played with!

Tone joined Viking Pals because she has a strong belief in the Viking Pals mission to protect the people around her and wants to make that available to all,
not just a few.
Unusually for a Tech CEO, she initially rose to prominence in the fashion retail
industry, working with major brands such as Levi´s and Benetton for a number
of years. It was in this ﬁerce world that Tone developed her insights and abilities
in Branding and PR. These traits led to her designing, developing and executing
multiple successful brands and have been a valuable part of her life ever since.
Her move into executive leadership was inevitable and has operated no less
than 7 shopping centres in Norway through her own company for 20 years.
Her deﬁning skills lie in Strategic Administrative Management, Relationship
Management and Marketing Management.
Tone calls the feasts, lights the ﬁres and steers the ship.
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Heidi Klefstad
Human Resources

Heidi sadly lost her parents at an early age however her mother had always impressed upon her
the importance of caring for others.

The gifts of empathy and patience are arguably the most important of life’s lessons
and she carries them with her to this day.
By consistently employing her mother’s advice, she has built up an enviable network of contacts to call upon in any given circumstance. All this whilst keeping her
genuine interest in people, working towards having positive interactions and this
has undoubtedly contributed to her continued success.
She built Norway's only and largest interdisciplinary health centre with 40 therapists and doctors, before moving on to service and shopping centre management.
Demand for Heidi has always outstripped her waking hours. Her board positions
have included such prestigious brands as the Adresseavisen supervisory board
(newspaper), Kirkens Bymisjon, Mercur Shopping Center and Trondhjem Medical
Center.
She eventually chose to follow her dream of establishing her own lecture business
and has since run coaching and development processes for companies around the
country of Norway. In addition to this, she is a much sought-after speaker who promotes the use of joy, positivity and advocacy in all forms of leadership.
It is rare to ﬁnd kindness and thoughtfulness in the boardroom so we are lucky to
have Heidi leading our staff policy and keeping Thord out of trouble.
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Carolina Cisneros
Strategic Advisor Sales & Marketing,
Spain and South America.

As a child, Carolina would always admire her
grandmother tending to her store.

It was working there that she learned the magic of customer interaction and it
was this experience that inspired her to forge her own path and start her own
business one day. Soon after she could be found traveling the world as a ﬂight
attendant and after saving enough, she ﬁnally quit the airline business and
started her own fashion design company.
Touring suppliers and manufacturers in China, Turkey and Syria came easily to
her and she soon developed her own collections and opened her own stores in
Venezuela, Peru and Panama.
Those early lessons she learned in her grandmother’s shop never left her and
business thrived. Carolina has an eye for detail, is a natural-born leader and
people love to be around her - perhaps that’s why she is the only one on the
team that has ofﬁcially visited The White House!
Throughout all this success, she never lost her compassion for people, donating
not only money but also her time to local projects, with children as a particular
focus. Her motto in life is, “The biggest dreams don’t happen whilst you are
sleeping but when you are wide awake”
She never stopped dreaming and she dreams big! Now she’s got a new target
and this shieldmaiden is drawing back her bow and taking aim.
You are looking at a true Viking Pal leader.
© Viking Pals 2022
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Dag Tofteng
Developer/Engineer

Dag brings over 20 years of experience in web
development.

He has been involved, both as a web developer and system architect, in huge
e-commerce projects for one of the largest mobile network operators in
Norway.
He has a passion for secure code, clean design and a superb user experience
- he found the right place for this passion.
In his spare time, Dag has also f reelanced as a musician for the last 15 years
and worked with over 100 artists, both as a touring musician and in recording
studios.
It is his attention to detail that allows him to excel as a developer and a musician.
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Chris Cotton
Dev Ops

A world-class Dev Ops professional based in
Silicon Valley.

He has a strong background in QA automation, microservices architecture,
PAAS, SAAS, full-stack development, web & app creation and agile methods.
He has a passion for projects involving blockchain technology, big data, AI
and machine learning. Whilst this may not sound like your perfect companion
at the local feast - Chris has mastered the art of translating this collection of
runes into meaningful language and clear direction.
This is why he has worked with some of the industry’s biggest names such as
Sun Microsystems, HP, Oracle and J&J.
As a navigator, he keeps an eye on the sun and stars, ﬁnding additional value
in our inf rastructure as we sail our course.
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Thord
External Communications Director

Thord is originally from Norway however recently
relocated to Valhalla.

He has spent the last few millennia delivering messages for royalty and warlords
with a 100% success rate. Previous clients include Persian princes, the English
Throne, Egyptian Pharaohs and the Incan Empire amongst others.
His multilingual conversational skills and mastery of strategy make him an
invaluable part of the team and his expertise with an axe has made him our go-to
staff motivational speaker.
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Rune Midtbøen
Operations

such as construction, trading, and industr y
supply chains.

He currently works in logistics for the defense industry.
He has dedicated his life to seeking out new and exciting challenges and
believes that "the world is constantly changing and it's exciting to explore
new industries and opportunities. Good navigation is important and that
has been a strength of mine throughout my life."
He is married, the father of three active teenagers and rides a motorcycle in
his spare time. The Viking team wouldn't be complete without at least one
motorbike!
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Lasse Gulbrandsen
Advisor

A graduate of business economics and marketing,
and a professional musician,playing concerts in
Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Germany, Italy, Spain,
England, Poland and USA.

Since founding a sound recording studio in the 90s, producing jingles, radio
commercials and music for the Norwegian Broadcast Company (NRK), Lasse
and his partners have never looked back. He now consults in advertising
and strategy for large and emerging businesses.
Lasse brings more than his dry wit and sharp mind to the team, he is a tremendous
uniﬁer of people and a thoughtful leader in his own right.
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Afshin E Rifat

Afshin E Rifat
Advisor

Afshin has over 30 years of experience in IT and
Communications. He has worked with National
Telecom companies to Global Enterprises.

The last 7 years have seen Afshin focus on market research and strategy utilizing
SEO and maximizing online identity for companies.
He has utilized his core skillset (Prince2, Lean/Six Sigma, Marketing, and Management) to the advantage of multiple organizations. Afshin has a particular
understanding and desire to help start-ups achieve their true potential.
He has helped identify and target markets but more importantly has shown
how to reach those opportunities and convert them into business.
Afshin has the ability to help any organization implement a business structure
and maximize exposure to their target audience.
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Conclusion
Join The Raid Today
This is unlike other crypto projects. Our market isn't just the crypto literate. We
intend to launch a service that is approachable to all Vikings from all their faraway
lands.
We are building an inclusive community that is bound by a common bond of
protection - f rom unscrupulous business practices and f rom targeted attacks.
The real power lies with the kingmakers of Viking Pals, Thord Token holders.
We are ready. We are qualiﬁed and experienced personnel and we ﬁll every role
needed to expand the technical, administrative and commercial aspects of this
project. Our team is already in place, established and ready to move Viking Pals and
the Viking Pro service forward.
With your participation and support, we can make Viking Pals the new standard for
digital privacy, security and control.

Thank you for your time and consideration.
To join the raid and participate in this unique sale round,
please visit www.vikingpals.io today.
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Legal
Legal disclaimer
This White Paper and any other documents published in association with it, including the related token sale terms and conditions (the Documents) relate to a potential
token (Token) offering to persons (contributors) in respect of the intended development and use of the network by various participants. The Documents do not constitute an offer of securities or a promotion, invitation, or solicitation for investment purposes. The terms of the contribution are not intended to be a ﬁnancial services offering document or a prospectus. The token offering involves and relates to the development and use of experimental software and technologies that may not come to
fruition or achieve the objectives speciﬁed in this white paper. The purchase of
tokens represents a high risk to any contributor. Tokens do not represent equity,
shares, units, royalties or rights to capital, proﬁt or income in the network or software
or in the entity that issues tokens or any other company or intellectual property associated with the network or any other public or private enterprise, corporation, foundation or other entity in any jurisdiction. The Token is not therefore intended to represent a security or similar legal interest.
The purchase of the Tokens involves signiﬁcant risks. Prior to purchasing a Token, you
should carefully assess and take into account the potential risks including those
described in the Documents and on our website.
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Although there may be speculation on the value of the Tokens, we disclaim any liability for the use of Tokens in this manner. A market in the Tokens may not emerge and
there is no guarantee of liquidity in the trading of the Tokens nor that any markets
will accept them for trading.
This White Paper describes a future project and contains forward-looking statements that are based on our beliefs and assumptions at the present time. The project as envisaged in this White Paper is under development and is being constantly
updated and accordingly, if and when theproject is completed, it may differ signiﬁcantly from the project set out in this white paper. No representation or warranty is
given as to the
achievement or reasonableness of any plans, future projections, or prospects and
nothing in the Documents is or should be relied upon as a promise or representation
as to the future.
www.vikingpals.io is a speculative investment and involves a high degree of risk.
Investors must have the ﬁnancial ability, experience, and willingness to bear the risks
of their investments. Past performance is no guarantee of future returns, and there is
no guarantee that the market price of a coin will fully reﬂect the underlying net asset
value. There is also no guarantee thatwww.vikingpals.io’s investment objective will
be achieved. Potential investors are advised to seek expert ﬁnancial advice before
making any investment decision and should be aware that they may not fully recover any amount invested.

No Advice Disclaimer
This whitepaper does not constitute any investment advice, ﬁnancial advice, trading
advice, or recommendation by www.vikingpals.io, its afﬁliates, or its respective ofﬁcers, directors, managers, employees, agents, advisors, or consultants on the merits
of purchasing THORD tokens, nor should it be relied upon in connection with any
other contract or purchasing decision. Nothing in Facebook, Reddit, Discord, Telegram, Twitter, this white paper, or the website is or should be relied on as, a promise
or representation as to the future. www.vikingpals.io or any associated party makes
no representation regarding the likelihood or probability that any actual or proposed
account allocation will in fact achieve a particular investment outcome or goal.
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Please realize that cryptocurrencies have no value except that which people associate with them. Be aware of this whenever investing monetary value into any digital
currency. Prices ﬂuctuate and tokens can be lost easily due to digital mishaps and
hacking. www.vikingpals.io, its afﬁliates, nor its respective ofﬁcers, directors, managers, employees, agents, advisors, and consultants are not liable for any choices that
users make with www.vikingpals.io. www.vikingpals.io is not a company or business.
This is an open-source community currency known as a DAO (Decentralised Autonomous Organisation) which means each token holder is a part-owner in the project.

No Representations
No representations or warranties have been made to the recipient of this whitepaper
or its advisers as to the accuracy orcompleteness of the information, statements,
opinions, or matters (express or implied) arising out of, contained in, or derived from
this whitepaper or any omission from this document or of any other written or oral
information or opinions provided now or in the future to any interested party or their
Advisers.

Third-Party Data
This whitepaper contains data and references obtained from third-party sources.
Whilst Viking Pals believes that these data are accurate and reliable, they have not
been subject to independent audit, veriﬁcation, or analysis by any professional legal,
accounting, engineering, or ﬁnancial advisors.

Translations
This whitepaper and related materials are issued in English. Any translation is for
reference purposes only and is not certiﬁed by any person. No assurance can be
made as to the accuracy and completeness of any translations. If there is any inconsistency between a translation and the English version of this whitepaper, the
English version shall prevail.
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8.6 Restricted Transmission
This whitepaper must not be taken or transmitted to any jurisdiction where distribution or dissemination of this whitepaper is prohibited or restricted. In addition, this
whitepaper cannot be used as any legal representation. This whitepaper cannot be
used as any evidence or proof in any legal matter.

8.7 Views of Vikingpals.io
The views and opinions expressed in this whitepaper are those of www.vikingpals.io
and do not reﬂect the ofﬁcial policy or position of any government, quasi-government, authority, or public body (including but not limited to any regulatory body) in
any jurisdiction. This whitepaper has not been reviewed by any regulatory authority.

Third-Party References
References in this whitepaper to speciﬁc companies, networks, and/or potential use
cases are for illustrative purposes only. The use of any company and/or platform
names and trademarks does not imply any afﬁliation with, or recommendation, or
endorsement of/by, any of those parties. All references to “dollars,” USD, or “$” are
references to United States Dollars unless otherwise stated.

Graphics
All graphics included in this whitepaper are for illustrative purposes only. In particular, graphics with price references do not translate into actual pricing information.

Risk Statements
Purchasing THORD tokens involves substantial risk and may lead to a loss of a substantial or the entire amount of money involved. Prior to purchasing THORD tokens,
you should carefully assess and take into account the risks, including those listed in
any other documentation. A purchaser should not purchase THORD tokens for
speculative or investment purposes. Purchasers should only purchase THORD
tokens if they fully understand the nature of the THORD tokens and accept the risks
inherent to them.
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Cryptographic tokens may be subject to expropriation and/or theft; hackers or other
malicious groups or organizations may attempt to interfere with our system/network
in various ways, including malware attacks, denial of service attacks, consensus-based attacks, Sybil attacks,smurﬁng, and spooﬁng, which may result in the loss
of your cryptographic tokens or the loss of your ability to access or control your cryptographic tokens. In such an event, there may be no remedy, and holders of cryptographic tokens are not guaranteed any remedy, refund, or compensation.
The regulatory status of cryptographic tokens and digital assets is currently unsettled, varies among jurisdictions, and is subject to signiﬁcant uncertainty. It is possible
that in the future, certain laws, regulations, policies, or rules relating to cryptographic
tokens, digital assets, blockchain technology, or blockchain applications may be
implemented that may directly or indirectly affect or restrict cryptographic token
holders’ right to acquire, own, hold, sell, convert, trade, or use cryptographic tokens.
The uncertainty in tax legislation relating to cryptographic tokens and digital assets
may expose cryptographic token holders to tax consequences associated with the
use or trading of cryptographic tokens.
Digital assets and related products and services carry signiﬁcant risks. Potential purchasers should take into account all of the above and assess the nature of, and their
own appetite for, the relevant risks independently and consult their advisers before
making any decisions.

Professional Advice
You should consult a lawyer, accountant, tax professional, and/or any other professional advisors as necessary prior to determining whether to purchase a THORD
token.
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